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By Carl Tisone

Since the inception of the
Employee Assistance
Research Foundation

(EARF) in San Diego in 2007, a
great deal of behind-the-scenes
organizational activity has been
taking place. 

At a reception in Atlanta during
the Annual World EAP Conference
in October
2008, the
foundation
hosted over
50 of the
industry’s
leading providers and purchasers
of EA services to bring them up-
to-date on development activities
and to officially launch EARF’s
fund-raising campaign. The Board
includes not only well-known EAP
luminaries, but also academic
scholars with extensive research
credentials. (See my email address
at the end of this article if you
would like a list of members.)
Board members will oversee all
EARF activities, but will not be
eligible for direct research grants
from the Foundation.

In one of its first group activi-
ties, the Board surveyed approxi-
mately 500 EA professionals to
gain input about the Foundation’s
perceived mission and priorities.

This data was then incorporated
into the EARF Mission and priori-
ty statement and can be viewed at 
www.eapfoundation.org.

Fundraising Campaign
There are several levels of giv-

ing for individuals and organiza-
tions to support various research
initiatives, to be matched by a $1
million challenge grant from the

Tisone
Family
Foundation
(TFF).
Official
solicitation

and receipt of contributions began
in the fourth quarter 2008 with the
certification of EARF as a 501 (c)
3 charitable organization.

While the fundraising campaign
will be ongoing for some time, the
EARF plans to offer a monetary
award in 2009 for the most innov-
ative research proposal related to
Employee Assistance. A fundrais-
ing brochure is available at 
www.eapfoundation.org. 

Why EARF is Important
 Academia: Since early pio-

neering works by Lew Presnall,
Harrison Trice, Paul Roman and
several others, theory-based
research in Employee Assistance
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By Patrick Dugan

As we embark on a new year,
it seems an appropriate time
to reflect on where the

employee assistance field has been,
and where it might be going in 2009
and beyond.

I have approximately 10 years
experience in the field, which has
included working in alcohol and
drug treatment and outpatient men-
tal health. My EAP training in the
late 1980s was based on the EAP
core technology as outlined by the
Employee Assistance Professionals
Association (EAPA). (Editor’s
note: For more on core technology,

continued on Page 4
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has diminished in favor of market-
oriented research conducted pri-
marily by EA providers. While
serving a useful commercial pur-
pose, this non-peer-reviewed
research does not have the neces-
sary credibility to advance the EA
field as a profession. New sources
of funding must be located in
order to attract top scholars to con-
duct scientific investigations of
EA practices.

 Providers: Employee
Assistance providers often struggle
with the double-edged sword of
constant cost increases and rev-
enue reductions. While healthy
competition is a factor in declining
prices, it is more damaging in that
purchasers have difficulty perceiv-
ing value differentials among ven-
dors when selecting services for
their employees.

There is insufficient research to
support specific targeted interven-
tions, so the natural tendency of
purchasers is to drift toward a low-
cost counseling service.

 Purchasers: Ironically, with
extensive competitive pressure on
providers, purchasers of EA ser-
vices should be exercising extreme
caution in choosing vendors who
will not cut corners in basic pro-
gram requirements in order to
maintain profitability. Purchasers
need to have standardized defini-

tions of utilization, reporting and
basic EA core technology if they
are to be able to value and distin-
guish additional or cutting-edge
program components.

Ultimately, purchasers need to
know they are receiving maximum
value on an ongoing basis from
their provider(s), not just low-cost
everyday service or responsive
trouble-shooting.

 The Public: The EAP indus-
try exists to serve both organiza-
tions and the employees and
family members who work there.
Like any true profession, we can-
not be sure we are fulfilling this
mission unless we have a rigorous,
scientific under-pinning to profes-
sional activities. In an age of glob-
al competition, services geared
toward employee well being and
organizational productivity must
not be allowed to become com-
moditized. Our customers deserve
more.

 Why now? In the past, we
have followed both our instincts
and industry gurus (with consider-
able success) as EAP emerged as a
“niche” human resource support
service during the latter decades of
the 20th century. However, in the
21st century, globalization, com-
munications, and Internet technol-
ogy are rendering the “guru”
model insufficient for our profes-
sion.

As a result, the time is now for
the establishment of a mechanism
to attract scholars and
researchers, identify the most
urgent research needs, and provide
financial support and guidance to
develop the science that informs
our practice. This is the mission of
the Employee Assistance Research
Foundation. Join us!

Carl Tisone is the founder and CEO of PPC
Worldwide (www.ppcworldwide.com), and the
chairman of the Employee Assistance Research
Foundation. For more information, email him
at ctisone@eapfoundation.org.
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“...the time is now for the
establishment of a mecha-
nism to attract scholars
and researchers, identify
the most urgent research
needs, and provide finan-
cial support and guidance
to develop the science that
informs our practice.”
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to EAR!
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Contribute an article 
to EAR!
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Between record
home foreclosures,
bailouts, and more
layoffs and out-
sourcing, it’s likely

that 2008 will go down as one of
the most anxiety-laden years ever.

As a result, it’s no surprise that
financial recommendations and
resources was the most requested
topic in the recent reader survey.
Several websites are listed in this
month’s resources section. Watch
for other tips in the new year.

We appreciate the additional
story ideas brought to light in the
survey. Also from the “this and
that” survey file:
v Recent electronic changes are

making the Payroll Stuffer inserts
more useful to many readers; and
nearly all of you like the electronic
version of this newsletter.

Editor’s Notebook
v Virtually all readers enjoy the

Lifestyle Tips and Brown Bagger
inserts, and a fair number of you
find our full-color Posters helpful.
v While the majority of readers

like the newsletter as is, several of
you indicated you’d like to see
shorter articles, with more in each
issue. Consequently, story length
will be an even greater considera-
tion when planning content this
coming year.

Finally, but most importantly,
thank you for supporting EAR for
more than 10 years! We take your
suggestions seriously, and will do
our best to serve you in 2009. Drop
me a quick email any time with your
questions, ideas, or concerns.

Mike Jacquart, Editor
(715) 258-2448

mikej@impact-publications.com

Employee Assistance Program
Poster of the Month

Full-color Personalized
EAP Posters ONLINE!

Conveniently increase 
utilization of your EAP by ordering mix-and-match

Poster #7792

BUY 25 OF POSTER #7792,
GET 25 FREE!

Order today by visiting
www.impact-publications.com

Enter Promo Code: POTM7792
Offer expires 02/15/09

Resources
Crown Financial Ministries is

an extensive financial help library,
all with solid biblically-based
principles. Visit www.crown.org.

Family Credit Counseling
Service — regain control of your
life with debt management ser-
vices and financial help from this
credit counseling service. Visit
www.familycredit.org.

The Common Sense Fix con-
tains scores of suggestions and
resources to address the nation’s
economic woes. Visit 
www.daveramsey.com.

Melslife.com, a new website
for people who want to live
healthier lifestyles, was recently
launched by Los Angeles-based
Richmel Productions. To find out
more, visit http://melslife.com.

cus aureus) yet, you will. MRSA
is a staph infection that is killing
more Americans than AIDS. This
resource explains what it is, how
it spreads, and more.

Born on a Blue Day: Inside
the Extraordinary Mind of an
Autistic Savant, by Daniel
Tammet, $24, Free Press. This
unique first-person account offers
a window into the mind of a high-
functioning, 27-year-old British
autistic savant with Asperger’s
syndrome.

Men on a Mission, by
William Marsiglio, $60 hardcover,
$30 softcover, Johns Hopkins
Press, www.press.jhu.edu. This
book provides the first compre-
hensive study of men who work
and volunteer with children and
teens in a variety of public 
settings.

The Supervisor’s Guide to
Managing and Motivating
Difficult Employees, $99, .pdf
download, PBP Executive
Reports, www.pbpexecutive
reports.com, (800) 220-5000.
Learn how to address office bul-
lies, bad attitudes, and slackers.

Wellness Committees: Best
Practices and Proven Strategies
for Success, $227, 90-minute CD-
ROM, Health Resources
Publishing, (800) 516-4343. Learn
how to successfully run your own
worksite wellness committee.

Employer Briefing on ‘Super-
Bug’ Staph Infections in the
Workplace, $227, 90-minute CD-
ROM, Health Resources
Publishing, (800) 516-4343,
www.healthresourcesonline.com.
If you haven’t heard of CA-
MRSA (community acquired
methicillin resistant staphylococ-



see the September 2007 issue of
EAR.) 

During this time, EAP has
changed from a field that was alco-
hol-focused to more of a broad-brush
approach. As a result, a great deal of
time has been spent training man-
agers about constructive confronta-
tion and how to make EAP referrals
based on job performance. We have
also worked with union stewards to
help them see the value of EAP in
retaining valuable workers.

After leaving the EAP field for
about eight years, I was amazed
upon returning to it in 2000 that
much had changed, but also much
had remained the same. EAP still
had not overcome its 30-plus year
identity crisis, and there were still
two organizations representing the
field — EAPA and the Employee
Assistance Society of North
America (EASNA). Moreover, there
were more EAP professionals with
business, rather than clinical, back-
grounds and there were fewer para-
professional-recovering alcoholics. 

But my biggest shock was the so-
called “commoditization” of EAP
services, whereby the EAP was rele-
gated to “just another mental health
HMO.” When I returned to the field
I was faced with the dilemma of
being asked by my new employer to
provide an EAP without any super-
visory involvement whatsoever! Was
half a loaf of bread better than no
loaf at all? 

The following are some recom-
mendations I have for my colleagues
based on the years I’ve spent “plug-
ging away in the trenches”:
v EAP core technology truly

defines what we do and separates us
from “the pack.” Consequently, it’s
critical to be well versed in these
skills.
v Our clinical approach includes

more than just counseling. We also
provide case management and follow
up. This is key to improved outcomes
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and a “value added” difference
between EAPs and most HMOs.
v It’s important for the EAP to

be familiar with community
resources to match patients with the
most effective providers. This is how
we get good results! HMOs don’t
provide these comprehensive ser-
vices. Admittedly, this is very time
consuming.
v Remain diligent in addressing

alcohol and other drug abuse issues.
Our roots are in addiction, and our
strength is in the integration of sub-
stance abuse and mental health ser-
vices. There are very few clinics that
do this well.
v Understand an organization’s

culture, and the difference between
the formal and informal (unstated)
culture. These organizational dynam-
ics are powerful and you will be
ineffective if you don’t understand
them. Work with an advisory team
with good representation from across
the organization. (For instance, I dis-
covered there was a huge difference
between working for a university,
with its academic freedom, tenure
system and shared governance —
and a Catholic hospital, with its hier-
archy and chain of command.)
v Do good work. This sounds

simple enough, but the best market-
ing of EAP involves word-of-mouth

endorsements from satisfied cus-
tomers — both internal and external.
v The EAP must work hand in

hand and nurture relationships with
the human resources department.
HR holds the key to our success. I
was surprised to learn that not all
HR managers understand, let alone
trust, the EAP.  
v Supervisory training is invalu-

able. Supervisors have a tough job,
and they truly appreciate our help
when they encounter troubled work-
ers. Most get very little supervisory
training when they are promoted to
their management positions. 
v Keep good utilization statistics

and client satisfaction data.
Although our field strives on being
quiet and confidential, employers
need to know how much we are
doing for their organizations.

Summary
We live in extremely challenging

times — a day and age in which our
field is needed more than ever. I sin-
cerely hope my suggestions will
help as we face whatever lies ahead
of us in the new year.

Patrick Dugan, MSE, LPC, CSAC, is an
employee assistance professional with the
Wisconsin-based Ministry Health Care
organization (www.ministryhealth.org).
Patrick has had articles published in the
“EAP Digest” and “EAPA Exchange.”



On the Job

By Daniel Burrus

Cutbacks and skyrocketing
costs have more and more
companies looking for ways

to eliminate or greatly reduce travel
expenses, many of which are related
to meetings. Part one of this two-
part article explained how video
conferencing and in-person meetings
is not an “either/or” proposition.
Smart companies offer both in-per-
son, and video and online confer-
ences — allowing each to do what it
does best.

Moreover, determining the goal
of the meeting will reveal the type
of meeting to have, and the technol-
ogy that will be the most appropri-
ate. The key is to develop guidelines
for determining what type of meet-
ing to have. To do this, you must
look at the meeting’s goal.

One of the traps people fall into
when planning a meeting is looking
at business goals instead of emotion-
al goals. Before you plan any meet-
ing, ask yourself, “What is this
meeting’s goal? Is it to inform, moti-
vate, inspire, persuade, influence,

sell, gain trust and credibility, nego-
tiate, form new relationships,
strengthen existing relationships,
share information, change how peo-
ple think, solve a problem, or simply
to create dialog?”  

Thinking about the goal for the
meeting in this way makes it easier
to decide what type of meeting will
be best and what technology is most
appropriate. Use the following
guidelines:

 If the goal is primarily to share
data and information, a meeting may
not even be necessary. It might be
far better to use email, groupware,
blog, etc. and let people absorb the
information on their own.

 If sharing the information at
the same time with everyone would
be best, consider audio conferencing
and/or Web conferencing as an alter-
native to a face-to-face meeting.

 If the information will primari-
ly be sent one-way, an e-conference
would serve the purpose. 

 However, if hands-on demon-
strations or high levels of interactivi-
ty are necessary, a face-to-face

meeting is definitely in order.
 If the goal is to influence,

build existing relationships, share
knowledge, gain credibility, or solve
a problem, a face-to-face meeting is
best — but it is no longer the only
option. High-end videoconferencing
and satellite-broadcast services that
use full-motion video could help
accomplish your goals.

Moreover, if participants have
access to broadband connections,
and most people do today, Web con-
ferencing offers an increasingly
attractive option.

Summary
Despite high gas prices and air-

line cuts, the need to meet, share
information, and develop relation-
ships will continue. Therefore, suc-
cessful meetings will depend on
developing guidelines that leverage
both old and new tools.

Daniel Burrus is the founder and CEO of
Burrus Research, and the author of six
books, including the highly acclaimed
“Technotrends.” For more information,
visit www.burrus.com.
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The Future of Meetings: Part II

In the News

Unum, Ceridian Launch EAP in U.K.

New research indicates that
personal and work-related
issues are impacting work

performance of over half the work-
force in the United Kingdom.
Consequently, Unum, the leading
disability insurer in the U.S. and
U.K., has expanded its partnership
with Ceridian, one of the world’s
largest providers of human resource
services, to launch an EAP service
in the U.K.

The new service is offered under
the name Unum LifeWorks and

covers all employers and employ-
ees insured by Unum Group
Income Protection (GIP) policies.

The U.K. program, which began
in November 2008, provides a
range of services to benefit both
employees and employers by aiding
them with potentially stressful situ-
ations and issues.

The launch comes on the heels
of new research from Unum, which
reveals that over half (51%) of all
U.K. workers believe that their
work has been affected over the

past two years due to stresses and
other worries.

Stress-related illness is becoming
increasingly prevalent among work-
ers in the U.K. and offering an EAP
will allow employees to seek
advice at an early stage, before
issues start to impact health and
work performance.

Sources: Unum (www.unum.com) and
Ceridian (www.ceridian.com).
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Study Identifies 
Effective Anxiety Treatments

It would be an understatement
to say that we live in an anx-
ious day and age, and children

are particularly vulnerable.
However, a recent study pub-

lished in the New England
Journal of Medicine found that
treatment that combines a certain
type of psychotherapy with an
antidepressant medication is most
likely to help children with anxi-
ety disorders. Moreover, the study
also revealed that each of the
treatments alone is also effective.

“Anxiety disorders are among
the most common mental disor-
ders affecting children and adoles-
cents. Untreated anxiety can
undermine a child’s success in
school, jeopardize his or her rela-
tionships with family, and inhibit
social functioning,” said NIMH
Director Thomas R. Insel, M.D.
“This study provides strong evi-
dence and reassurance to parents
that a well-designed, two-pronged

treatment approach is the gold
standard, while a single line of
treatment is still effective.”

The study, which examined 488
children ages 7 to 17 over a 12-
week period revealed the follow-
ing treatment options as useful:

Cognitive behavioral thera-
py, which taught children
about anxiety and helped
them face and master their
fears by guiding them
through structured tasks; 
The antidepressant sertraline
(Zoloft), a selective sero-
tonin reuptake inhibitor
(SSRI); 
CBT combined with sertra-
line; and
Pill placebo (sugar pill). 

The children all had moderate
to severe separation anxiety disor-
der, generalized anxiety disorder
or social phobia. Many also had

coexisting disorders, including
other anxiety disorders, attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder, and
behavior problems. 

Researchers found that among
those in combination treatment,
81% improved; 60% in the CBT-
only group got better; 55% in the
sertraline-only group improved;
and 24% of those on only the
placebo got better.

Results also showed that the
treatments were safe. Children
taking sertraline alone showed no
more side effects than the children
taking the placebo, and few chil-
dren discontinued the trial due to
side effects. In addition, no child
attempted suicide, a rare side
effect sometimes associated with
antidepressant medications in 
children.

Additional source: National Institute of
Mental Health, which funded the study.

According to a recent study
conducted by the
Workplace Bullying

Institute (WBI), bullied workers
report that employers predomi-
nantly do nothing to stop mistreat-
ment when it is reported.

In fact, employers retaliated
against the person (in 71% of the
cases) when the employee reported
it. Moreover, 24% of survey
respondents said that filing com-
plaints resulted in losing their jobs.

The survey also found that:

37% of the workplace directly
experienced mistreatment char-
acterized as either verbal abuse,
threats, intimidation, humilia-
tion, or sabotage of work.
12% witnessed bullying at
work.
Alleged bullies were punished
in only 6% of cases.

“Despite recent business head-
lines and the costs associated with
bullying, it is obviously going to
take the passage of anti-bullying
laws to get employers to take bul-
lying seriously,” speculates Gary
Namie, WBI director.

For more information, visit
http://bullyinginstitute.org/
wbi2008.html.

Source: Workplace Bullying Institute
(http://workplacebullying.org).

Workplace Survey

Bullying Largely Ignored by Employers
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For the fifth-straight year,
labor and employment
issues were the top litigation

fear for businesses, according to
law firm Fulbright & Jaworski
L.L.P’s annual U.S. Litigation
Trends survey.

Half (50%) of U.S. companies
listed labor and employment as
one of their top three to five litiga-
tion concerns. Respondents also
reported a spike in wage-and-hour
suits — in which employees allege
underpayment for overtime, meal,
and rest times.

An estimated 19% of compa-
nies cited an increase in wage-and-
hour cases in the past year with
only 1% noting a decrease. 

Retailers, who frequently call
on part-time or seasonal workers,

appear to have the most exposure
as one-third of retail firms saw an
increase in wage-and-hour litiga-
tion, with none reporting a decline.
By contrast, only 6% of U.K. com-
panies saw any upward movement
in wage-and-hour disputes.

After wage-and-hour, compa-
nies saw pronounced increases in
five other areas of workplace liti-
gation: general discrimination
suits, followed by privacy,
Employee Retirement Income
Security Act (ERISA), disability
claims, and age discrimination.
Retailers and financial services
firms saw the sharpest rise in dis-
crimination claims.

Of 10 major types of employ-
ment litigation, companies pointed
to race discrimination cases as 

creating the highest financial
exposure, followed by claims
stemming from sexual discrimina-
tion; wage-and-hour violations;
age; harassment; retaliation; dis-
ability; non-compete disputes; and
violations of the Family Medical
Leave Act.

Finally, survey results revealed
that only 25% of companies
require arbitration of employment
disputes in a non-union setting.

Source: Fulbright & Jaworski L.L.P. The
survey reports on findings from multiple
industries, as well as breakdowns by com-
pany size and region. The survey also
spans numerous topics, from the most
prevalent types of lawsuits that businesses
face, to what new legal burdens are
impacting budgets.

Employee Assistance Report is published monthly. For subscription information contact: Employee Assistance Report, 1439 Churchill Street, Unit 302, Crystal Plaza, P.O. Box 322,Waupaca,
WI 54981. This publication is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in regard to the subject matter covered. It is sold with the understanding that the publisher is not
engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other professional services. If legal advice or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional should be sought. (From
a Declaration of Principles jointly adopted by a committee of the American Bar Association and a Committee of Publishers.) Employee Assistance Report does not necessarily endorse any
products or services mentioned. No part of this newsletter may be reproduced in any form or by any means without written permission from the publisher, except for the inclusion of brief
quotations in a review which must credit Employee Assistance Report as the source, and include the publisher’s phone number, address, and subscription rate.

Workplace Surveys

Survey Reveals Litigation Trends

It’s said that “loose lips sink
ships,” and most executives
concur, a new survey suggests.

Eighty-four percent of marketing
and advertising executives said it’s
common for employees to engage
in office gossip, and nearly two-
thirds (63%) said it has a negative
effect on the workplace.

“Gossip occurs in every work-
place, but in times of economic
uncertainty rumors can become
more prevalent and negative in
tone,” said Megan Slabinski, exec-
utive director of The Creative
Group, which conducted the sur-
vey.

Slabinski noted that open com-
munication is the best defense for

an overactive rumor mill. “Sharing
information quickly and candidly
can prevent employees from spec-
ulating,” Slabinski stated. “It’s
especially important during times
of change to address concerns
directly.”

The Creative Group offers these
additional tips to help managers
curb office gossip:

Check in. Visit one-on-one
with staff members. Professionals
may be more inclined to share
concerns in an informal setting.

Keep doors open. Workers
become anxious when managers
speak behind closed doors and in
hushed tones. Try to maintain as

much accessibility as possible.
Consider discussing sensitive
issues in less visible locations.

Pick out bad apples. If
there’s a single employee who
continually spreads negative
rumors or gossip, quickly address
the issue with that person.

Lead by example. Avoid
saying anything about others that
you wouldn’t say to them person-
ally, and let employees know that
you expect the same of them.

Source: The Creative Group 
(www.creativegroup.com).

Office Gossip Harmful, Yet Prevalent
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While less known than
schizophrenia or bipolar
disorder (manic-depres-

sive illness), borderline personali-
ty disorder (BPD) is more
common, affecting 2% of adults,
mostly young women.

There is a high rate of self-
injury and suicide attempts.
Patients often require extensive
mental-health services, and
account for 20% of psychiatric
hospitalizations. Yet, with help,
many improve over time and are
eventually able to lead productive
lives.

Treatments for BPD have
improved in recent years. Group
and individual psychotherapy are
at least partially effective for
many patients.

Within the past 15 years, a new
psychosocial treatment,
Dialectical Behavior Therapy
(DBT) was developed specifically

to treat BPD. The National
Association of Cognitive
Behavioral Therapists (NACBT)
defines DBT as one of several
approaches to cognitive behav-
ioral therapy. According to the
NACBT, cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) is based on the sci-
entific fact that our thoughts cause
our feelings, not external things,
like people, situations and events.
(Many consider CBT at the core
of solution-based EAP treatment.)

The DBT technique appears
promising, and pharmacological
treatments are often prescribed
based on specific target symptoms
shown by the individual patient.
Antidepressants and mood stabi-
lizers may be helpful, and antipsy-
chotic drugs may also be used
when there are distortions in
thinking.

Although the cause of BPD is
unknown, both environmental and

genetic factors are thought to play
a role. Studies show that many,
but not all individuals with BPD
report a history of abuse, neglect,
or separation as young children.
An estimated 40% to 71% of BPD
patients report having been sexu-
ally abused, usually by a non-
caregiver.

Researchers believe that BPD
results from a combination of
individual vulnerability to stress,
neglect, or abuse as young chil-
dren, and a series of events trigger
the onset of the disorder as young
adults. Adults with BPD are also
considerably more likely to be the
victim of violence, including rape
and other crimes. This may result
from both harmful environments
as well as impulsivity and poor
judgment in choosing partners and
lifestyles.

Additional source: National Institute of
Mental Health (www.nimh.nih.gov).

DBT Approach Appears Promising

With an uncertain econo-
my in troubling times,
business leaders need to

understand how the rampant, yet
rarely discussed disease of alco-
holism can not only damage an
individual, but also the business
that an alcoholic works for.

The problems associated with
alcoholism cost businesses
between $33 and $68 billion
annually. However, an objective
viewpoint of symptoms and treat-
ment allows any individual to do

something positive about it. As a
co-founder of Alcoholics
Anonymous pointed out, it IS pos-
sible to effectively raise that bot-
tom and intervene in the progress
of the disease. That is the goal of
“Raise the Bottom”.

“Raise the Bottom”, by Arthur
Jackson, is the first book to specif-
ically discuss the effects of alcohol
on an organization. The author, a
recovering alcoholic, has over 20
years experience as a business and
marketing consultant and exten-

Book Shines Light 
on Alcohol Problem

BOOK REVIEW

sive knowledge in identifying
likely alcoholics in the workplace.

“Raise the Bottom” retails for
$16.95 and is available from
Bascom Hill Publishing Group,
www.bascomhillpublishing.com.
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